TEMPLE ISRAEL LIBRARY

Is organized according to the Elazar Classification Scheme

The Elazar classification scheme, first drafted in 1952 for use in the Library of the United Hebrew Schools of Detroit, Michigan, passed through several revisions and modifications and was originally published in 1962, The National Foundation for Jewish Culture assisting with the circulation of the incipient draft for comment and criticism. Wayne State University Libraries provided a grant-in-aid which prepared the manuscript for publication. The Second Edition, which was published in 1978, was revised on the basis of comments by the members of the Association of Jewish Libraries of Southern California. Rita B. Frischer and Rachel K. Glasser of Sinai Temple Blumenthal Library, and the Central Cataloging Service for Libraries of Judaica (CCS) in Los Angeles, assisted in the preparation and revision of the Third Edition. (See David H. Elazar, and Daniel J. Elazar, A Classification System for Libraries of Judaica, Northvale, N.J.: Jason Aronson Inc, 1997.)

Its use has spread widely throughout the United States, Israel, and other parts of the Jewish world. Libraries of all kinds, in synagogues and community centers, in Hebrew schools. On college campuses and in research institutions, have adopted the scheme and worked with it.

The system is structured around
The following ten classes:

001-099 Bible and Biblical Studies
100-199 Classical Judaica: Halakhah and Midrash
200-299 Jewish Observance and Practice
300-399 Jewish Education
400-499 Hebrew, Jewish Languages and Sciences
500-599 Jewish Literature (including Fiction and Children’s Literature)
600-699 The Jewish Community: Society and the Arts
700-799 Jewish History, Geography, Biography
800-899 Israel and Zionism
900-999 General Works
ELAZAR CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

001---099  Bible and Biblical Studies
           Torah, Apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha

001  Complete Bible
     .1  Art, Rare, Special Editions
     .2  Hebrew with translation
     .5  Polyglot Bibles
     .8  Combined “Old Testament” and “New Testament”


002  Bible Commentaries—Classical
     Including Bibles with textual interpretation, e.g., Rashi, Ibn Ezra
     .1  Commentaries in the Traditional Vein—Non-classical
     .2  Current Basic Commentaries e.g., Soncino, S.L. Gordon
     .3  Scientific Approach and Interpretation,
         e.g., Cassuto
     .7  History of Biblical Commentary
     .8  Non-Jewish Commentaries,
         e.g., Anchor Bible, Interpreter’s Bible

Soncino Books of the Bible  002.2


Anchor Bible Series


Artscroll Commentary on the Bible

Zlotowitz, Meir, and Nosson Scherman. *Bereishis = Genesis : a New Translation with a*


003 Aids for the Study of the Bible
   .1 Outlines
   .2 Study Guides and Introductions
   .3 Study and Teaching
   .35 Textbooks
   .4 Dictionaries, including encyclopedic dictionaries
.5 Concordances  
.6 Indexes  
.7 History of the Bible  
.8 History of Biblical Translations  
.9 Biblical Abridgements and Selections  


004 Biblical Linguistics  

.4 Language Dictionaries  
.5 Synonyms and Homonyms  
.6 Phonology, Phonetics, Pronounciation  
.7 Prosody  
.8 Grammar  

005 Bible—Research and Criticism, e.g., Works of Welhausen and Kaufman  

.8 Non-Jewish Orientation, including material specifically non-Jewish in approach  


006 Biblical Institutions and Society  

.1 Political Life and Institutions  
.11 Tribes and Tribal Systems  
.12 Monarchy  
.2 Social Life and Institutions  
.21 Family  
.22 Women  
.3 Religious Life and Institutions  

31 Sacrifices (*Korban*)  

.32 Priesthood, Priestly Office (*Kohen, Kohanim*)  
.33 Levites, Levitical Office  
.4 Military Insitutions, Warfare  
.5 Ark of the Covenant  
.6 Tabernacle (*Mishkan*)  
.7 Temple (*Bet ha-Mikdash*)
First Temple
Second Temple

007 Biblical History

Including material directly related to the Bible and life in Biblical times
For other related material see History 700-729, and 090 for Ancient Near East Civilizations

1. Patriarchal, 20th—14th Centuries B.C.E.
2. Exodus, 14th—13th Centuries
3. Conquest and Judges, 13th Century to 1004 B.C.E.
4. United Monarchy, 1004—928 B.C.E.
5. Israel and Judah, 928—586 B.C.E.
6. Babylonian Exile, 586-538 B.C.E.
7. Second Commonwealth, 538 B.C.E.—70 C.E.--As relates to Biblical History only


Rossel, Seymour. *Introduction to Jewish History, Abraham to the Sages*. West Orange, NJ: Behrman House, 1981. 007

008 Biblical Biography

2. Fictional Reconstructions, Personalities
3. Bible Stories, Collections


009 The Biblical Environment

For archaeology see 010

1. Geography, including Atlases

2. Geology

3. Botany

4. Zoology

5. Ecology


Karța (Firm). *Carta's Concise Bible Atlas*. Israel: Carta, 1978. 009.1 Car


010 Biblical Archaeology

*Including archaeology dealing directly with the Biblical Environment*

0.5 Dead Sea Scrolls
0.8 Archaeological sites
0.9 Antiquities


*Sukenik, E.L., Ed. The Dead Sea Scrolls of the Hebrew University*, 58 pages. Text missing, photographs only. 1955. 010.5 Oversize


011 Contents of the Bible

0.1 Bible as Law
0.2 Bible as Religious Thought and Philosophy
0.3 Bible as Educational Tool
0.5 Bible as Literature
0.6 Bible as Political Thought
0.7 Bible as History

012 Special Topics
1 Medicine
   .2 Astronomy, Astrology
   .3 Technology
   .4 Mathematics

013 The Impact of the Bible

014 Essays on the Bible

015 Torah
   *including editions with Haftarot and works dealing with the portion of the week*
   .1 Art, Rare, and Special Editions
   .2 Hebrew with Translation
   .5 Polyglot
   .9 Abridgements
   .91 Stories on the Sedarot


016 Commentaries on the Torah—Classic

   .1 Commentaries in the traditional vein, Non-Classical
      e.g., Leibowitz
   .2 Current basic commentaries
   .3 Scientific approach and interpretation
   .7 History of Torah Commentary
   .8 Non-Jewish commentaries

Rashi Pentateuch and Commentary 016.1


Ben-Isaiah, Abraham, and Benjamin Sharfman, Eds. *The Pentateuch and Rashi’s Commentary: a*


Current Basic Commentaries 016.2


017 Aids for the Study of the Torah

018 Torah—Research and Criticism

019 Contents of the Torah
  .1 Torah as Law

020 Genesis (Bereshit)
  .2 Commentaries—Classic
  .21 Commentaries in the traditional vein—Non-Classical
  .22 Current basic commentaries


021 Exodus (Shemot)


022 Leviticus (Va-Yikra)

023 Numbers (Ba-Midbar)

024 Deuteronomy (Devarim)

025 Nevi‘im

026 Commentaries on *Nevi'im*


027 Aids for the Study of *Nevi'im* .8 Research and Criticism


028 Joshua
029 Judges
030 I Samuel
031 II Samuel
032 I Kings
033 II Kings
034 Isaiah
035 Jeremiah
036 Ezekiel
037 Twelve Prophets
038 Hosea
039 Joel
040 Amos
041 Obadiah
042 Jonah
043 Micah
044 Nahum
045 Habakuk
046 Zephaniah
047 Haggai
048 Zechariah
049 Malachi
050 Ketuvim
051 Commentaries on *Ketuvim—Classic*
055 Wisdom Literature
056 Psalms -- *Tehillim*


057 Proverbs (*Mishele*)
058 Job (*Iyov*)
059 Five Megillot
060 Song of Songs (*Shir ha-Shirim*)

Gordis, Robert. *Song of Songs.* New York: Jewish Theological Seminary, 060 on Rabbi's shelf

061 Ruth (*Rut*)
062 Lamentations (*Aykha*)
063 Ecclesiastes (*Kohelet*)
064 Esther


For biblical archaeology see 010; for post-biblical archaeology, e.g., Bar Kochba, Masada, see respective section in the 820s.


**101 Talmud with Traditional Commentaries**

*Including Babylonian Talmud with standard commentaries*

*For Jerusalem Talmud, see 115*

**101.4 Soncino and Steinsaltz**


This special limited anniversary edition of the Babylonian Talmud in English has been published by the Soncino Press and Printed and Bound at the Oxford University Press coinciding with the Quincentenary of both houses. Translated into English with Notes, Glossary and Indices under the editorship of Rabbi Dr. I. Epstein.

Please note that Soncino Press, London, has published many different editions of the Talmud through the years.

Bibliography for entire Talmud of this series:


**INDEX VOLUME** to the 1961 SONCINO TALMUD


**SEDER ZERA’IM** 1 volume, currently on shelf, consisting of following tractates:

Berakoth, Pe’ah, Demai, Kil’ayim, Shebi’ith, Terumoth, Ma’aseroth, Ma’aser Sheni, Hallah, ‘Orlah, Bikkurim  Elazar classification: **101.4 Talmud** (Son)


*currently on shelf

**SEDER MO’ED** 4 volumes (2--5), consisting of the following volumes:

1. Shabbat
2. ‘Erubin, Pesahim
3. Yoma, Sukkah, Bezah
4. Rosh Hashanah, Ta’anith, Shekalim, Megillah, Mo‘ed Katan, Hagigah


*missing from shelf


*volumes currently on shelf

**SEDER NASHIM** 4 volumes (6-9), consisting of the following volumes:

1. Yebamoth
2. Kethuboth
3. Nedarim, Nazir, Sotah
4. Gittin, Kiddushin--missing from shelf

missing from shelf
*currently on shelf

**Seder Nezikin** 4 volumes, currently on shelf
1. Baba Kamma, Baba Mezi’a
2. Baba Bathra
3. Sanhedrin
4. 'Abodah Zarah, Horayoth, Shebu’oth, Makkoth, Eduyyoth, Aboth

*currently on shelf
**Seder Kodashim** 3 volumes, currently on shelf
1. Zebahim, Menahoth
2. Hullin, Bekoroth, 'Arakin, Temurah, Kerithoth, Mikwaoth, Makshirin, Zabim, Tebul Yom, Yadayim, 'Ukzin

**Seder Tohoroth**
Babylonian Talmud 17 in this series

*currently on shelf

**Babylonian Talmud, 1916 Rodkinson edition**

Volume I: Tract Sabbath.

Vol. III: Section Moed (Festivals): Tract Erubin.

Volume V: Tract Pesachim.

Volume VII: (Moed) Tracts Betzah, Succah, and Moed Katan.


Facing title page, Reproduction of the Grand Prize Diploma for the first translation (into a modern language) of the Babylonian Talmud.


101.5 Commentaries in the Traditional Vein—Non-Classical

e.g., Art Scroll


102 Aids for the Study of the Talmud


102.5 Dictionaries

103 Research and Critical Studies

104 Zera'im

105 Mo'ed

106 Nashim

107 Nezikin

107.12 Pirkei Avot


108 Kodashim

109 Torohot

110 Mishnah


114.1 **Mekhilta**


114.2 **Sifra**

114.3 **Sifrei**

115 **Jerusalem Talmud**

120 **History and Development of the Gemara**

125 **Post-Talmudic Halakhah**

129 **Shulhan Arukh**


131 **Contemporary Jewish Law**

.5 **Responsa**


135 **Jewish Thought—General**

Guttmann, Julius. *Philosophies of Judaism: The History of Jewish Philosophy from biblical times*
136   Jewish Theological and Theosophic Concepts

.1   Nature and Attributes of God
.2   Metaphysics and Cosmology
.88  God, Israel, and "the Nations", i.e., Noachide Laws
.9   Messianism and Eschatology
.91  End of Days
.92  Messianic Era
.93  Hereafter, World to Come
.94  Resurrection


Nahman, Rabbi, and Aryeh Kaplan. *Outpouring of the Soul: Rabbi Nachman's Path in Meditation Nachman of Breslov*. Jerusalem: Breslov Research Institute, 1980. 136


140   Aggadah—Classical Midrash
.1 Midrash Rabbah

141 Biblical Midrashim
.1 Midrash Rabbah
  .11 Genesis Rabbah
  .12 Exodus Rabbah
  .13 Leviticus Rabbah


150 Kabbalah
  .9 Special Topics -- Tzimtzum


151 Theoretical Kabbalah
  .5 Sefer Yetzirah


152 Practical Kabbalah
  .2 Gematria

153 Pre-Classical Kabbalah -- Pre-Talmudic period and earlier


154 Jewish Gnosticism
155 Geonic Kabbalah

159 Zohar
  .1 Special Editions
  .2 Outlines, Introductions
  .3 Study and Teaching
  .35 Textbooks
  .4 Dictionaries, Encyclopedias
  .5 Anthologies, Selections
  .6 Research and Criticism
  .7 History
  .8 Methodology


160 **Palestinian Kabbalah, Cordovero, Luria**


161 **Hasidic Kabbalah**


162 **Modern Kabbalah**

.5 **Kook and his system**


163 **Jewish Kabbalistic Heresies**

excluding Gnosticism

164 **Non-Jewish Kabbalistic Adaptations**

.1 **Gnosticism**

.2 **Christian Kabbalah**

.3 **Free Masonry**

.4 **Secularized Kabbalistic Ideas**

Including relevant material of or on Spinoza and Freud

.5 **Magic and Alchemy**

.9 **Comparative Mysticism**


165 **Hellenistic Jewish Thought**

.8 **Philo**

Lewy, Hans. *Philo, Philosophical Writings*. Oxford, East and West Library, Phaidon Press 165.8 Phi


170 Medieval Jewish Thought


171 Saadiah Gaon


172 Judah Halevi


173 Maimonides


175 Modern Jewish Thought


Stahl, Samuel M. *Boundaries, Not Barriers: Some Uniquely Jewish Perspectives on Life*. Austin, TX: Sunbelt Eakin, 2005. 175

176 Liberalism and Reform


178 Non-Orthodox Traditionalism, Historical School
(Including Conservative or Masorti Jewish Thought. For Conservative movement, see 215; for Jewish Law, see 131.53)

180 Jewish Existentialism
(Franz Rosenzweig, Martin Buber)


182
184 Comparative Philosophy


185 Jewish Folklore


187 Folklore on Biblical Themes


Ginzberg, Louis. *The legends of the Jews / from Moses in the wilderness to Esther. 6, Notes to


190 Ashkenazic Folklore
  .3 Chelm Stories
  .5 Hasidic Folklore


196 Comparative Folklore


200—299 Jewish Observance and Practice

200 Jewish Observance and Practice---
  Jewish Religion, Liturgy, Calendar


203 Study and Teaching
210  Jewish Religious Movements


213  Hasidism


214  Orthodoxy


215  Conservatism


219  Other Religious Movements

220  Guides to Jewish Living


221 Laws (Halakhot)

.1 Kashrut

222 Rites of Jewish Personal Living

.1 Brit Milah
.3 Bar Mitzvah
.31 Bat Mitzvah
.4 Marriage and Divorce
.5 Death and Mourning

Arlow, Jacob A. *Intermarriage*. United States: s.n, 1966


Salkin, Jeffrey K. *Putting God on the Guest List: How to Reclaim the Spiritual Meaning of Your Child’s Bar, or Bat Mitzvah*. Woodstock, Vt: Jewish Light Pub, 1992. 222.3 Sal

230 Jewish Liturgy

.1 Siddurim
.4 Encyclopedias
.5 Introductions and Study Guides
.7 History of Jewish Prayer
.8 Piyyutim (Hebrew Liturgical Poems)
.9 Prayers for Special Occasions
.91 Berakhot (Blessings)
.92 Birkhat Ha-mazon (Blessing after meals)


231 Sephardic Liturgy (Including Oriental and Yemenite)
232 Ashkenazic Liturgy


235 The Jewish Calendar


236 Holidays, Festivals, Observances

.1 Laws, Customs and Ceremonies


237 Shabbat


238 High Holy Days

239 Rosh Ha-Shanah

.11 Taschlich

Feuer, Chaim and Scheurman, Eds. *Tashlich and the Thirteen Attributes.* Artscroll Mesorah Series. 239.11 tas

240 Yom Kippur


242 Succot


243 Shemini Atzeret and Simchat Torah

*Sammy Spider's First Simchat Torah.*

244 Pesach

.1 Laws, Customs, Ceremonies

.12 Seder

.29 Haggadot

*The Amsterdam Haggadah of 1662.* Brooklyn: Diskin Orphan Home of Israel.

*Artscroll Youth Haggadah.* Brooklyn: Mesorah, 1994. 244.29


*Hanover Haggadah of 1861.* 244.29

*The Karlsruhe Haggadah of 1796.* Brooklyn: The Diskin Orphan Home of Israel. 244
The Venice Haggadah of 1716. Brooklyn: Diskin Orphan Home of Israel.


247 Hanukkah


249 Purim


258 Tishah Be-Av

Rosenfeld, Abraham. *Tisha B'Av Compendium: Including Kinot for the Ninth of Av, Prayers for the Evening, Morning, and Afternoon Services, Reading of the Law and the Blessing of the New Moon According to the Ashkenazic Rite : Also Two Elegies on the York Massacres and a Special Elegy in Memory of Our Six Million Martyrs Who Perished During the Nazi Regime*. New York: Judaica Press, 1983. 258.2

290 Comparative Religion

.1 Scriptures, Basic Religious Texts
.2 Central Personalities, Prophets
.3 Theology and Homiletics
.4 Organization and Governance
.5 Rituals and Symbols
.6 Internal Divisions, Sects, including *Jews for Jesus*
.7 History
.8 Research and Criticism
.9 Study and Teaching
.10 Dictionaries and Encyclopedias


291 Paganism
divide like 290

292 Christianity
divide like 290

293 Islam
divide like 290

294 Oriental Religions
295 Zoroastrianism
296 Other Religions

300---399 Jewish Education, Curriculum

301 Philosophy of Jewish Education


310 Jewish Education in the United States

Kelman, Stuart L. What We Know About Jewish Education: A Handbook of Today's Research for Tomorrow's Jewish Education. Los Angeles, C: Torah Aura Productions, 1992. 310

312 History of Jewish Education in the U.S.
390 Psychology

397 Child Psychology

Grishaver, Joel Lurie. 40 Things You Can Do to Save the Jewish People. Los Angeles: Alef Design Group, 1993. 397 Gri

398 Self-Help


Canfield, Jack. Chicken Soup for the Mother’s Soul: 101 Stories to Open the Hearts and Rekindle the Spirits of Mothers. Deerfield Beach, Fla: Health Communications, 1997. 398


399 Psychiatry and Psychoanalysis

400---499 Hebrew, Jewish Languages, and Sciences

Hebrew Language, Aramaic, and Yiddish

400 Hebrew Language

403 Hebrew Dictionaries

408 Hebrew Grammar

415 Aramaic

425 Ladino

435 Yiddish

455 Semitic and Ancient Near Eastern Languages

HEBREW LANGUAGE SOFTWARE


BOOKS AND DICTIONARIES


435—Yiddish Language Resources


500—599 Jewish Literature—Jewish Literature, Anthologies, Individual Works


501 Sephardic Literature—History and Development

502 Literature of Oriental Jewry—History and Development

503 Ashkenazic Literature—History and Development


504 European Jewish Literature Since World War II

510 Hebrew Literature, History and Development

8 Haskalah (1781—1881)
Kravitz, Nathaniel. *3,000 Years of Hebrew Literature; From the Earliest Time Through the 20th Century*. Chicago: Swallow Press, 1972. 510 Kra

550 **Jewish Literature—Anthologies and Selections**

1. Poetry
2. Drama
3. Fiction, Short Stories
7. Humor, Satire, Wit
8. Quotations


554 **Anthologies--European Jewish Literature**


560 **Jewish Literature—Individual Works**

*FICTION, in alphabetical order by author’s name*


Anton, Maggie. *Rashi’s Daughters, Book III*.


Kaplan, a screenwriter, sets his debut novel in 15-century Spain, amid the Inquisition, the attempt to unify the kingdoms of Spain under Christian rule, and the voyage of Christopher Columbus to what the seaman expects will be the Indies. The action centers on the historical figure of Luis de Santángel, chancellor to the king of Aragon and a converso, a Jewish convert to Christianity at a time when the Inquisition sought to repress Judaizing. Santángel is friend and financier of Columbus, surviving parent of young Gabriel, and more curious than is prudent about his Jewish heritage. While he learns about Judaism in clandestine meetings, a parallel story unfolds, centering on Judith Migdal, a beautiful Jewish woman who learns to become a silversmith in Granada, located in the last part of Spain under Muslim rule. Santángel's attraction to Judith grows, even as the Inquisition closes in and the prospect of another world to the West tantalizes. Kaplan has done remarkable homework on the period and crafted a convincing and complex figure in Santángel in what is a naturally cinematic narrative and a fine debut.
Summer, sweltering, 1996. A book warehouse in western Massachusetts. A man at the beginning of his adult life -- and the end of his career rope -- becomes involved with a woman, a language, and a great lie that will define his future. Most auspiciously of all, he runs across Itsik Malpesh, a ninetysomething Russian immigrant who claims to be the last Yiddish poet in America. When a set of accounting ledgers in which Malpesh has written his memoirs surfaces -- twenty-two volumes brimming with adventure, drama, deception, passion, and wit -- the young man is compelled to translate them, telling Malpesh's story as his own life unfolds, and bringing together two paths that coincide in shocking and unexpected ways. --from Publisher description (http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0838/2007049787-d.html)


Penman, Sharon Kay. *The Sunne in Splendor*.


In early twentieth-century Russia, Sashenka Zeitlin becomes caught up in the revolutionary fervor destined to bring down the czar, as she deals with arrest and imprisonment, the bloody battles that engulf the country under Stalin, and a forbidden love affair. (Part One: St. Petersburg, 1916, Part Two: Moscow, 1939, Part Three: The Caucasus, London, Moscow, 1994.)


After escaping Germany during WWII, Jack and Sadie Rosenblum, together with their baby daughter, settle into a life of acting "English." In post-war England, however, no golf club will admit a Rosenblum. So Jack hatches a wild idea: he'll build his own. It's an obsession Sadie does not share, particularly when Jack relocates them to a thatched roof cottage in Dorset to embark on his project.

Sima Goldberg, owner of a bra shop in Brooklyn, NY, is the kind of woman whom other women trust. Sima is privy to the thoughts and desires of her clientele as she custom-fits each one with undergarments that lift, correct, and enhance their female figures all at discount prices, of course. But while her patrons bare their souls to Sima, she manages to keep the biggest secret to herself, one that has been a burden for over 46 years. It is only when Sima hires Timna, a young Israeli girl, to be her assistant that her secret is exposed.


Yehoshua, Abraham B. *A Journey to the End of the Millenium*. Huntington Woods, Mich:
Land Marks Press, 1999. F Yeh

**Yehoshua, Abraham B.** *A Late Divorce.* Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1984. F Yeh


**Yellin, Tamar.** *The Genizah at the House of Shepher.* New Milford, Conn: Toby, 2005. F Yel


**FICTION, JUVENILE** (Children’s Literature)

**ALL Children's Literature,**

All Readers, from pre-K to Older Teen Readers,


*A Sydney Taylor Award Notable Book.*Recommended by the ALA’s Young Adult Library Services Association as a Popular Paperback for Young Adults. Attention educators: This book has been evaluated and given an Accelerated Reader score. Ages: 12 & Up, Grade: 6 & Up.


**Bat-Ami, Miriam.** *Two Suns in the Sky.* [Chicago, IL]: Front Street/Cricket Books, 1999. 13+


Genet, Barbara. *Ta-Poo-Ach Means Apple*. Denver, CO: Alternatives in Religious Education,


In 1903 Brooklyn, fourteen-year-old Joseph Michtom’s life changes for the worse when his parents, Russian immigrants, invent the teddy bear and turn their apartment into a factory, while nearby the glitter of Coney Island contrasts with the dismal lives of children dwelling under the Brooklyn Bridge.


During the Spanish Inquisition, sixteen-year-old Estrella, brought up a Catholic, discovers her family’s true Jewish identity, and when their secret is betrayed by Estrella’s best friend, the consequences are tragic.


Rediscovering one’s Jewish roots in the midst of the Crusades seems a daunting task. Martin searches for meaning as he struggles for survival in a desperate time in this action-packed historical drama. After Martin’s parents are killed by bandits, he gives up his Judaism as a form of self-protection and goes on his own personal quest to find himself. Along the way, he hones his fighting and weapons skills and considers joining the Crusader march towards Jerusalem. Ultimately, as Martin evolves, he finds a place for himself that he never thought existed, a place that holds an age-old message: To have faith in a world filled with barbarism. Martin comes back to the realization that the Torah is the lamp, the sword, and shield to protect his way in the world. This book provides a well-researched glimpse into lifestyles, attitudes, and religious practices of those living in Constantinople. It has great appeal to a Young Adult male audience for its action and adventure tale. Many will recognize their own life journey in Martin’s quest and relate to his tribulations.
Henye Meyer was born in Phoenixville, PA and currently lives in Manchester, England. She has written one previous novel and has written for various Jewish publications, as well as for the BBC.


As legend tells it, the Old-New Synagogue in Prague was built by angels, and later was home to a golem who remains locked away in the building to this day. In lyrical prose, Mark Podwal shares the story of the world’s oldest active synagogue, which was completed in 1270. Throughout the years, this sacred place of prayer and celebration has endured plagues, wars, and the Nazi regime. Its story is part legend, part history, and one that stands as a testament to the perseverance of the Jewish people. Includes an author’s note and bibliography. Ages 9-12.


A *Sydney Taylor Award Notable Book of 2009*  
Named one of Bank Street College of Education's Best Books of the Year

Sheinkin, Steve. *The Adventures of Rabbi Harvey*: A Graphic Novel of Jewish Wisdom and Wit in the Wild West. Woodstock, Vt: Jewish Lights Pub, 2006. YA/Older Teen Readers Section. Jewish and American folklore are combined in this witty and original collection of comic Jewish folk tales creatively retold and set on the western frontier of the 1870s. Part wild west sheriff, part old world rabbi. After finishing school in New York, Rabbi Harvey traveled west in search of adventure and, hopefully, work as a rabbi. Like any good collection of Jewish folktales, these stories contain layers of humor and timeless wisdom that will entertain both adults and young readers.

Sheinkin, Steve. *Rabbi Harvey Rides Again*: A Graphic Novel of Jewish Folktales Let Loose in the Wild West. Woodstock, Vt: Jewish Lights Pub, 2008. YA/Older Teen Readers Section. "In this follow-up to the popular *The adventures of Rabbi Harvey*: a graphic novel of Jewish wisdom and wit in the Wild West, the Rabbi returns to the streets of Elk Spring, Colorado. Part Wild West sheriff, part old world rabbi, Harvey protects his town and delivers justice, wielding only the weapons of wisdom, wit, and a bit of trickery. These adventures combine Jewish and American folklore by creatively retelling comic Jewish folktales and setting them loose on the western frontier of the 1870s."—Back cover.


Siegal, Aranka. *Memories of Babi*: Stories. New York: Farrar Straus Giroux, 2008. YA/Older Teen Readers Section. Piri is a city girl, but every year she goes to visit her grandmother Babi on her farm in the country. There is a lot that Piri finds strange, even scary, in the village where Babi lives, especially the ghost in the form of a rooster who supposedly haunts the cemetery. But above all Piri loves country life. During her time with Babi, Piri learns lessons that will stay with her all of her life, about the importance of honest hard work, of caring for the less fortunate, and of having the courage to stand up for those who cannot stand up for themselves. The nine stories in this book were inspired by Aranka Siegal’s own experiences with her grandmother in the Ukrainian village of Komjaty.


Stampler, Ann Redisch, and Eugene Yelchin. *The Rooster Prince of Breslov*. Boston: Clarion Books, 2010. *In this variation of a Yiddish folktale, a spoiled prince has a fit and assumes the speech and mannerisms of a rooster until he is locked in a room for seven days with a frail grizzled old man. Includes author’s note on the origin and meaning of the tale.*


Named one of the 2008 Best Children's Books of the Year by Bank Street Center for Children's Literature


The tale of a Rashi's granddaughter, a young girl who defies her community to help a friend in need. In this sequel to My Guardian Angel, Sylvie Weil continues the story of Elvina, the 14-year-old granddaughter of Rashi, the famous 11th-century French Bible and Talmud commentator.

It is the spring of 1097 in the town of Troyes, in France. The Crusaders have been marauding their way through Europe, attacking Jewish communities. One evening, a mysterious family arrives in Troyes--German Jews forced by the Crusaders to submit to baptism. The townspeople shun the family, but Elvina befriends 11-year-old Columba.

Columba's mad cousin, Ephraim, steals a mirror from a member of the Jewish community, believing it will let him see his family killed in the recent attacks. Elvina tries to help Ephraim rid his mind of the terrible images by bringing him her own mirror, in which she claims to see a positive future. Elvina's story brings the often-ignored world of Medieval European Jewry to life for young readers, Ages 9-12.


Michael L. Printz Award for Excellence in Young Adult Literature, American Library Association.

### 561 Poetry


Drama

Short Stories (in a separate section)


Humor, Satire, Wit


Literary Periodicals, Magazines, Reviews

General Literature Related to Jews and Judaism

Classical Literature

Greek, Latin

Arabic Literature

Germanic Literature

Hispanic Literature

Slavic Literatures

Russian, Polish

Romance Literature

French, Italian

English Literature

598 North American Literature, including Canada
599 Other Literatures

600--699 Jewish Community, Society and the Arts, Social Institutions, Conditions, Problems, Music and Cooking

601 Social History


602 Biological Characteristics of Jewish Populations

including material on genetic pattern, blood groups, anatomical form, etc.


603 Ethnography


604 Migrations

606 Demography, Population Studies, Vital Statistics


610 Personal and Social Customs

613 Treatment of the Dead, Mourning

619.6 Women’s Position and Treatment


620 Jewish Political Structure and Governance
625 Courts, Judicial Institutions (Bet Din, Tribunals)
634 External Affairs—(Jewish Community & Vatican)

635 Communal Institutions


636 The Synagogue and Religious Institutions

.1 Structure and Organization
.2 The Synagogue Rabbinate, Cantorate


637 "Representative" and Political Purpose Organizations, including "defense" organizations, e.g., Anti-Defamation League


650 Social Conditions and Problems

(Including moral conditions, intermarriage, divorce, juvenile delinquency, housing, etc)

651 Sexual Behavior
  .5 Abortion
  .7 Homosexuality

652 Marriage and Family
  .1 Divorce
  .2 Intermarriage and Interdating
  .3 Birth Control
  .4 Adoption and Infertility
  .5 Adultery
  .6 Widowhood

653 Aging, Geriatrics

655 Jewish Identity


660 Jews in the World Order
  (Position of Jews within or in relation to major or "host" civilization)
  .1 Ancient Near East, Persian Civilization
  .8 American Civilization


661 General Relations Between Jews and Non-Jews
  .3 Christian-Jewish Relations (including the Catholic Church)
  .5 Arab and Muslim-Jewish Relations
     (for Israel-Arab relations see 890.5)
  .7 Black-Jewish Relations
  .9 Apostasy, Proselytizing of Jews
  .91 Cults (including Christian missionaries)


662 Anti-Semitism


665 Jewish Influences on World Civilizations


666 The Influence of Individual Jews

667 Jewish Responses to Social Conditions and Problems


668 Jewish Political Behavior

670 Jewish Graphic and Plastic Arts


Muze'on Yišra'el (Jerusalem), and Yona Fischer. *Masterpieces of the Israel Museum: [Catalogue]*. Florence: EB Bonechi editore, 1985. 670

*This Shall Tell All Ages: Art, Music and Writings of the Holocaust*. [New York]: United Jewish Appeal, 1981. 670

671 Architecture

672 Synagogue Architecture


674 Jewish Ceremonial Art


676 Numismatics, Coins, Metals

Friedenberg, Daniel M. *Jewish Minters & Medalists*. Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of America, 1976. 676.798 Fri


677 Ceramic Arts

678 Metal Arts, Jewelry


679 Arts and Crafts

680 Fancy Work, Art, Needlework


681 Drawing and Painting


685 Jewish Music
686 Sacred Music
   .1 Cantillation
687 Vocal Music, including folk songs
   .1 Collections of Songs
   .11 Children's Songs
   .2 Hebrew, including Israeli Songs
   .3 Ladino
   .4 Yiddish
   .5 Jewish Music in Other Languages


Gottlieb, Malke, and Eleanor G. Mlotek. *We are here: songs of the holocaust*. Foreword by Elie Wiesel. New York: The Educational Department of the Workmen's Circle, 1983. 687


690 Public Entertainment
691 Dramatic Arts, Theatre


699 Cooking and Culinary Arts
   .9 Special (Jewish)


1989. 699


700---799 Jewish History, Geography, Biography

700 Jewish History


*Chronicles, News of the Past.* Jerusalem: Reubeni Foundation, 1967. 007 Oversize shelf


Vol. 1: In the Days of the Bible
Vol. 2: The Second Temple—Dispersion
Vol. 3: The Dawn of Redemption.


702 Philosophy, Theories of History

704 Dictionaries, Encyclopedias

705 Chronologies, Charts, Outlines


708 Atlases, Maps


709 Special Topics (i.e., Military History, etc.)

710 The Emergence of the Jewish People

711 Patriarchal Period (20th—14th Centuries B.C.E.)

712 The Egyptian Exile

713 The Exodus (14th—13th Centuries B.C.E.)
715  The First Commonwealth

716  The Tribal Confederacy (13th–11th Centuries B.C.E.)

717  The Davidic Monarchy (1000–586 B.C.E.)
  .1 The United Monarchy (1004–928 B.C.E.)
  .2 The Kingdom of Judah (928–586 B.C.E.)

718  The Kingdom of Israel

719  The Babylonian Exile

720  The Emergence of Talmudic Judaism—(5th Cent. BCE–8th Cent. CE) (including treatments of the Jews in the Greco-Roman period)


Knesset ha-Gedolah and its Successors (440–165 CE)

721  The Second Commonwealth (538 BCE–135 CE)

722  Knesset ha-Gedolah and its Successors (440–165 CE)
  .1 The Restoration

724  *Galut* -- (Jews in exile and in diaspora)


725  Tannaitic period (historical 165 BCE–200 CE)

726  The Hasmoneans (165–66 BCE)

727  The Jews Under the Roman Empire (66 BCE–66 CE)
  .3 The Jewish Roman War and its Aftermath (66–132 CE)
  .5 The Bar Cochba Revolt and its Aftermath (132–200 CE)


728  Amoraitic Period (c. 200–500)

729  Gaonic Period (Early Talmudic) (c. 500–800)

730  The Era of Normative Judaism

734  Emancipation and Enlightenment
  .3 The Haskalah (1770–1880)


**735 The Contemporary Era (20th Century—)**

.1 World War I  
.2 Between the World Wars  
.3 World War II

**736 The Nazi Holocaust (1933-1945)**

.01 Nazism and Related Anti-Semitic Movements  
.02 Genocide  
.08 Maps and Atlases  
.1 Concentration Camps  
.2 Resistance  
.3 War Crimes, Punishments, *including Eichmann Trial*  
.4 Refugees and Rescue  
.41 Righteous Gentiles  
.5 Personal Narratives  
.6 Memorials and Organizations  
.8 Reparations and Restitution  
.9 Special Topics  
.91 Holocaust Revisionism  
.92 Survivors  
.93 Second Generation

**736 HOLOCAUST SECTION**


*The Record: The Holocaust in History, 1933--1945.* New York Post (Section), April 17, 1978. 736


740 The Jews of the Middle East


742 Persia (Iran) and Afghanistan


750 Oriental

Finkelstein, Norman H. *The Other 1492: Jewish Settlement in the New World.* Charles Scribner’s Sons books for young readers. New York: Scribner, 1989. 750.7 Fin


754 Syria and Lebanon
754.7 Damascus


755 Iberia Peninsula, Spain


758 The Marranos


760 Ashkenazic and Eastern European Jewry


761 Germany

762 Central Europe

762.4 Austria


763 Eastern Europe

.6 Poland


764 Russia


765 Western European Jewry

766 Great Britain

767 France

768 Low Countries

770 United States Jewry


771 Jewish Settlement in the United States—1621—1920


Friedman, Lee Max. *Jewish Pioneers and Patriots.* Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of America, 5705. 771


772 The Established Jewish Community 1918—

773 New England States


779 Southern States — Upper South

780 Southern States---Deep South


785 South American Jewry

Timerman, Jacobo. *Prisoner Without a Name, Cell Without a Number.* New York: Knopf, 1981. 785.1 Tim

792 Asian Jewry

795 Geography
798 Biography

**BIOGRAPHY SECTION**

*Biographies may also be classified with specific subjects: use the respective number with 798 or 799 (e.g., 560.799 for biographies of individual authors). For biographies of biblical personalities, see 008; Talmudic personalities, see 103.7.*

798 Collective Biography
   .1 Genealogy; Family Trees
   .2 Family Histories
   .3 Names of Persons and Places
   .4 Epitaphs
   .76 Eastern Europe
   .765 Western Europe

799 Individual Biography
   .76 Eastern Europe
   .765 Western Europe
   .77 United States
   .8 Israel
   .9 Other

**BIOGRAPHY SECTION**

Arranged alphabetically by author


Oz, Amos. *A Tale of Love and Darkness*. Orlando: Harcourt, 2004. 798.8 Oz


Singer, Isaac Bashevis, Channah Kleinerman-Goldstein, Elaine Gottlieb, and Joseph


800---899 Israel and Zionism

800 Zionism


811 Hadassah


817 Jewish National Fund


820 Israel (Eretz Israel)
   .1 Addresses, Lectures
   .2 Study and Teaching
   .5 Archaeology
   .7 General History
   .8 Commentaries, Essays, Impressions
   .9 Encyclopedias, Dictionaries, Directories


Landau, Julian J. *Israel at 40.* Tel-Aviv: Steimatzky, 1988. 820

Michael, B., Israel Meir Lask, and Zvi Sas. *Israel, the Chosen Land = La Terre Choisie.* Tel-Aviv: Or-Israel, 1961. 820 Mic


Oz, Amos. *In the Land of Israel.* San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1983. 820.8 Oz


Rice, Dorothy. *Israel with Love.* Beverly Hills, Calif: Glen House Communications, 1992. 820

Shif, Yehudah, Danny Dor, Ben Caspit, Ilan Kafir, and Mosheh Milner. *Israel 50.* [Israel]: Alfa Communication, 1997. 820
821  Ancient Israel


822  Hebrew Settlement to Babylonian Exile

823  Babylonia Exile to Roman Conquest
   .1 The Land of Israel under the Persians
   .2 The Land of Israel under the Hellenistic Empires
   .3 The Land of Israel under the Hasmoneans
   .4 Idumea

824  Roman and Byzantine Occupation
   .3 Masada
   .4 Nabateans


825  Moslem Conquest to Safed Center (638-c.1450)
   .5 Crusades (1099-1291)


826  Safed Center to Zionist Revival (c. 2450—c. 1840)
    including history of Israel under the Ottoman Empire

827  Zionist Revival to the Creation of the State

   .1 First Settlements (1840-1878)
   .2 First Aliyah (1878-1897)
      including BILU (Beit Yaakov Lekhu V'Neikhah)
   .3 Second Aliyah (1893-1913)
   .4 World War I and British Occupation (1914-1920)
      including Zion Mule Corps, Jewish Legion, NILI
   .5 Mandatory Palestine (1921-1948)
      including Haganah, Irgun, Zionist Commission
   .6 Third Aliyah (1921-1929)
   .7 Fourth Aliyah and Arab Revolt (1930-1939)
      including the White Paper of 1939
   .8 World War II (1939-1945)
   .9 The Struggle for Statehood (1946-1948)
      including illegal immigration, UN Partition Resolution (1947)


828 Statehood (1948--)

.1 1948-1955
.13 The War of Independence (1948-1949)  
   including Rhodes (Armistice) Agreements
.2 1956-1966
.23 The Sinai Campaign (1956)
.3 1967-1972
.33 The Six Day War (1967)
.4 1973-1981
.43 The Yom Kippur War (1973)
.5 1982-1992
.53 Shalom Ha-Galil Campaign (Lebanon War, 1982)
.54 Intifada
.55 Gulf War (1991)
.6 1993--including the Oslo Accords and the Peace Process


830 Israel—Geography
   .1 Historical Geography
   .2 Social Geography
   .3 Economic Geography
   .4 Physical Geography
   .5 Atlases, Maps
   .6 Geographical Place Names
   .7 Travel Guides


Israel in Pictorial Maps. Israel in Pictorial Maps, Prepared and printed by the Department of Surveys, Ministry of Labour, Israel. Tel-Aviv: Lion the printer, 1962. 830 Isr


831 Environment and Natural Resources
832 Galilee
833 Jordan Valley
834 Jezreel Valley
835 Samaria
836 Coastal Plain

837 Judea (Jerusalem)


838 Negev
839 Transjordan
840 Israel, Government, and Politics


845 Executive, President and Cabinet, Public Administration


848 Foreign Relations


849 Defense, Military Affairs
   .4 Intelligence and Security (Mossad)
   .5 Army
   .6 Air Force
   .7 Navy
   .8 Nahal
   .9 Military Courts


858 Agriculture and Settlement


865 Israel--Demography, Population


868 Immigration


885 Israel and World Jewry


888 Religious Relations and Problems, Fundamentalism


890 Israel and the Middle East

.5 Israel-Arab Relations
.51 Peace Efforts and Negotiations
.55 Arab Boycott
.6 Israel and the Palestinian Arabs
    (Including the Palestinian Authority)
.61 Terrorism and Terrorist Organizations
.62 Counter-terrorism
.7 Arab Refugees
.9 Special Topics


Darwish, Nonie. *Now They Call Me Infidel: Why I renounced Jihad for America, Israel, and the War on Terror*. Sentinel Books (Penguin Group), USA. 890.9

Elon, Amos, and Sana Hassan. *Between Enemies; A Compassionate Dialogue between an Israeli*
and an Arab. New York: Random House, 1974. 890.5 Elo


Mortenson, Greg, and David Oliver Relin. Three Cups of Tea: One Man’s Mission to Promote Peace, One School at a Time. Viking Penguin, USA, 2007. 890.9 Mor --account questioned

Oz, Amos, Brigitta van Rheinberg, Amos Oz, and Amos Oz. How to Cure a Fanatic. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006. 890.5 Oz


900---999 General Works

900 Jewish Encyclopedias


EJ CD ROM edition CD REF 900


910 General Collections of Essays
915 Jewish Yearbooks, Almanacs, Directories


942 Manuscripts
 .1 Bible
 .2 Classical Judaica: Halakah and Midrash
 .3 Jewish Observance and Practice
 .4 Education
 .5 Hebrew, Jewish Languages, and Sciences
 .6 Literature


Tawil, Hayim, and Bernard Schneider. *Crown of Aleppo: The Mystery of the Oldest Hebrew Bible*
960 Audiovisual Materials
961 Movies; Video Cassettes

divide like 942

**DVDs, listed below**
May be classified as dual entries, 961 and 799, 687, 009, 820, 828, 830, or 831, as appropriate, see following for classification:

961 (in Elazar Classification System), divided (page 174) as in 942:

.1 Bible
.2 Classical Judaica
.3 Jewish Observance and Practice
.4 Education
.5 Hebrew, Jewish Languages, and Sciences
.6 Literature
.7 Jewish Life and Arts
.8 History and Biography

Biographical, as in 799:

.76 Eastern Europe
.765 Western Europe
.77 United States
.8 Israel
.9 Other

Vocal Music (including folk songs), as in 687:

.1 Collections of Songs
.11 Children’s Songs
.2 Hebrew, including Israeli Songs
.3 Ladino
.4 Yiddish
.5 Jewish Songs in Other Languages

The Biblical Environment, as in 009 (page 34):

.1 Geography
.2 Geology
.3 Botany
.4 Zoology
.5 Ecology

Israel (Eretz Israel), as in 820 (page 148):

.5 Archaeology
.7 General History

Statehood (1948--), as in 828 (page 150):

.1 1948--1955
.13 The War of Independence
.33 The Six Day War
.43 The Yom Kippur War (1973)

Israel--Geography, as in 830 (page 150):

.1 Historical Geography
.7 Travel Guides

Environment and Natural Resources, as 831 (page 151):
.5 Flora
.6 Fauna

Israel and the Middle East, as in 890 (page 169):
.5 Israel--Arab Relations
.61 Terrorism and Terrorist Organizations


_The Ibex of Ein-Gedi_. Clarksburg, NJ: Alden Films, 2001. 961DVD, 831.6 The ibex, a species of wild goat found mostly in Africa, can also be found in the open nature preserve of Kibbutz Ein-Gedi in the Judean desert overlooking the Dead Sea. Dating back to biblical times, the ibex shows the miracle of life amidst the desert of Israel.


_Kopping, Wayne, Raphael Shore, Brett Halperin, and Wayne Kopping_. _Obsession Radical Islam's War against the West_. [New York, NY]: DVD Media, 2006. 961DVD, 890.61 Obsession is a film about the threat of Radical Islam to Western Civilization. Using unique footage from Arab television, it reveals an 'insider's view of the hatred the Radicals are teaching, their incitement of global jihad, and their goal of world domination. The film also traces the parallels between the Nazi movement of World War II, the Radicals of today, and the Western world's response to both threats.

_Lifschutz, Yisrael, and Bob Grant_. _Israel, the Promise of the Jewish People_. Clarksburg, N.J.: Alden Films, 1988. 961DVD, 820.7 Covers the long history of Israel.

_Lourie, Norman_. _Palestine for Victory_. Clarksburg, N.J.: Alden Films, 1990. 961DVD, 827.8 A vintage film from the Second World War, this shows the Yishuv (Pre-State Israel) as the only reliable ally of the United Nations in the Middle East. (The Allies consisted of Britain, the United States, and the Soviet Union.) Featured are scenes of the Jewish Brigade, war production and the defense of the land.


of the Sea of Galilee (the Kinneret). 961DVD, 830.1

Describes the restoration of Jerusalem since 1967, beginning with its gates and then into the city itself. Looks at how Israel is preserving Jerusalem's existence as an historic and spiritual center while providing the services essential to a 20th century city. The video includes footage of ancient sites, recent renovations and restorations.

An explanation of the life and times of the first and Second Temple periods hidden beneath the soil of centuries. Israel's leading archaeologists guide viewers through the tunnels and caves that played a vital role in Jerusalem's ancient history and the digs and excavations that verify biblical accounts.

The Zamir Chorale of Boston returns to Poland, and performs Jewish songs of courage, sorrow and joy.

Broken Promises takes viewers on an exploration of many international crises from the hostility between India and Pakistan in 1947, to the Arab/Israeli conflicts of the late 1940s, to the slaughter of millions of Cambodian refugees by Pol Pot in the 1970s and the hardships and genocides in Rwanda and Bosnia, to the present day oil for food scandal.


Eyes on Israel: Media Curriculum, Lessons Plans, Handouts, Teacher’s Aids, for grades 7-12. C 2007, CAMERA (Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in america.


Gateways, Your Key to Jewish Continuity. Jewish Educational Organization, furthering Jewish education, and Jewish identity. 961.7 DVD


965 Audio Tapes, CDs

National Yiddish Book Center (U.S.), and KCRW (Radio station : Santa Monica, Calif.). Jewish Short Stories from Eastern Europe and Beyond. [South Hadley, MA]: National Yiddish Book Center, 1995. Audiobook on tape, 9 cassettes. 965 Jew

CDs 512011, catalogued by title.

965

Grateful and Alive at the Carlebach Shul, Chaim David.
First Fruits, A New Light, and Open Up Your Gates, Chaim David.

Holy Brothers and Sisters, Shlomo Carlebach.

Teshuvah (To Return), Ron Sherman.

Shiray Tikvah (Songs of Hope), Yechiel Eckstein.

"Sam Glaser in Concert", Los Angeles Jewish Symphony, "Alex".

website for following:

http://www.uscj.org/The_Spirit_Series_CD5799.html


The Best of the Spirit Series, Voices of the Conservative Movement. Volume 8, Spirit Series.


D'veykuos. v. 1-3 דביקו


King Solomon's Daughter: Stories and Songs from the Jewish Tradition


980 The Jewish Library

982 The Book Collection
